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evolution of a love poem
I 

I loved you before I knew who you 

were 

before my eyes could form your 

image 

your supple breast sustained me 

pink 

raw 

you sustain me still 

and for that, I’ll love you forever. 

V 

you said we were like sisters 

velvet brown skin 

I tried to kiss you once 

with licorice breath 

you said girls don’t kiss girls 

I said okay. 

XII 

tall. 

lanky. 

acne scars 

first boy I thought I loved 

too plain for me now 

too plain for me then 

they told me I didn’t deserve much. 

XVI 

a forest’s shadow on your face 

soft-spoken boy 

I tried to kiss you once 

to push through the brush 

the evergreen 

you said you don’t kiss girls 

I said okay. 

I wept. 



XVIII 

perfect skin, 

hands, 

lips 

gentle and solid 

soft and loud 

first boy I truly loved 

I jumped off a ledge for you 

and tumbled down 

I still 

    haven’t 

reached 

    the ground. 

XIX 

I wanted to be done 

cruel boy 

I thought you loved me 

I thought I loved you 

a dull, constant pain 

I never did love you 

I hope your pain is sharp. 

XX 

soft, 

curvy, 

radiating 

dream girl 

I tried to kiss you once 

in soft light’s glow 

you said you don’t kiss girls 

I said okay. 

but I watched you walk away 

your hips swinging 

like a hypnotist’s watch. 

nadia neman



Dawn breaks on mountain slopes 

Unused to summer’s touch 

When you meet a girl 

With a mouth full of pearls and secrets 

Who holds your breath when she speaks, 

Parts the clouds with a word, 

And summons down the thaw. 

 

Springs break forth in a desert land 

As you discover this girl 

Whose mind is a tower 

Whose hair is a feast 

Who dismantles your world 

With skin that teaches you to want, 

And lips that laugh at your desires. 

 

When you finally still 

When you finally breathe 

When you look at these things as they are 

 

Then you see a girl 

Who is a lantern 

Smooth fragility holding back her flame. 

Who is hot to the touch that you still pray to offer, 

Who makes you understand the hunger of the moth that chases death. 

 

 

maddie



But she is not death. 

This girl, 

With beauty in her hands, 

Whose smiles are all beginnings, 

And who laughs like sunlight on the sea. 

 

She is home. 

Her fire does not touch the flesh but sears the soul, 

And grants its ashes flight into the heights of her, 

Where they brush their frills on flowers in the garden of her light 

 

When you love, 

And know it for itself, 

You see the mountain’s shape stand clear against the sky. 

Your own garden makes its first beginnings 

As you learn to love a girl in honesty at last 

To come in peace 

And hear her laugh, 

Like sunlight on the sea. 

ruth nichols



My vagina didn’t become important until I realized I wasn’t a woman. As a 

woman, no one cared about my vagina unless they wanted to play with it or I 

wanted to run for office. But once I told everyone that I’m not a woman - well 

everybody wanted to get all up in there. They wanted to poke and prod and 

prove it was still there. They wanted to make sense of me, to categorize me, 

and my vagina was the key to the mystery. 

I never wanted to define myself by way of my vagina. I want to define myself by 

my work and the people I love and the fact I play video games and how I love 

ice cream despite the fact it makes my stomach hurt that when people break my 

heart I respond by my dying my hair and crying while eating ice cream. 

But so many people want to define me by my vagina for me. “You’re a woman,” 

they tell me, “you have a vagina, so you are a woman!” And they’re wrong! 

They’re wrong. I tell them I am no more a woman than my father was. “So are 

you a man?” they ask. No, I’m no more a man than my mother was. “So what 

are you?” They ask. And I tell them I’m me. “But you have a vagina,” they say. 

“You have a vagina.” 

And I don’t owe them this explanation but they won’t let up on the topic of my 

vagina until I tell them look, my vagina is an organ. I understand why some of 

you are so loud and proud about your vaginas but to me it is a group of muscles 

and flesh and nerves and juices that will be with me whether or not I’m a 

woman. 

The next question is inevitably “do you want to get rid of your vagina?” No, no I 

don’t. I don’t hate my vagina. It’s fine, I don’t mind it. Sure, it’s annoying when it 

bleeds but it’s fun when I play with it and I like it well enough. But it’s not a 

question of whether or not I have or want my vagina. There are women with and 

without vaginas. There are men with and without vaginas. There are people with 

and without vaginas. Some people want vaginas and some don’t and some 

would like to gain or get rid of their respective vaginas. I am a person. Not a 

man, not a woman, I am me. And what is in my pants does not change that.  

I am not my vagina



I don’t mean to bash vaginas, far from it. My girlfriend has a beautiful vagina and I 

love that vagina. I love every vagina I’ve ever come across. Vaginas are wonderful 

in every form they appear in! We should celebrate vaginas and women alike but 

vaginas do not equal womanhood. I love vaginas and I love women and those are 

two separate things. 

I am not my vagina. My vagina is not a woman’s vagina. It is my vagina. Now stop 

asking about it.  

and the first time you meet her
And the first time you meet her you don’t meet in the traditional sense. You meet 

her in a few words sent across vast electronic space. All you know of her is a 

single message; you don’t even know if she’s even a her. You respond, polite, she 

responds, enthusiastic. 

And then three days later you’re telling her things you’ve never told another living 

soul. There’s something about the air she emits even through the LED screen that 

makes you trust her. Your mother told you never to trust anyone on the internet 

but if there’s one person in the world you don’t trust it’s your mother. 

And then you see her face for the first time in a photograph she sends you and 

she’s cute, and you tell her so, and she dodges the compliment but you can’t stop 

looking at that picture. 

And then you’re talking daily and she knows your class schedule by heart and you 

know which job she’s working when and she knows the amount of pills you take 

every day and you know the names of her nephews. 

And then she’s telling you that if she had the chance, she would take you away 

from the darkness that haunts the corners of your home, and you’ve never had 

anyone offer to rescue you before and you want to cry because you’ve never had 

this kindness and compassion directed your way. And then you are crying 

because you’ve been hurt but she’s somehow making it better and swearing not to 

leave you. 



And then you’re always looking for a decent signal so you can talk to her just a 

little bit more and every class change and work break is given to her and your 

heart leaps each time your phone buzzes and you get in trouble for being on your 

phone in class but you don’t care. 

And then she tells you she loves you. 

And you hear her voice for the first time that night and it sounds like home, more of 

a home than your parents ever gave you. And you talk long enough that your 

phone call is cut off and you have to call her back a second time. 

And two weeks later you’re her girlfriend and she’s your girlfriend and a month in 

you’re planning your wedding and two months in you pick your children’s names 

and three months in you have your first argument but it only lasts two hours 

because you can’t be mad at each other for that long and you fall asleep to the 

sound of her voice more often than not. 

And eight months in the first time you see her in person you hug her so hard your 

glasses leave a mark on her cheek. And her arms around you are so warm and 

your bodies fit together in just the right way. And she’s so much more beautiful in 

person and you love her and she loves you. 

And then you love her. 

dorothy smokes
(In the long, terrible canals of history, homosexual men have often had to 

communicate in code, using signal phrases to locate one another. By the mid 20th 

century, this coded language was vibrant and rich: it became the roots of current 

queer slang. In the military, one such code - being “a friend of Dorothy” - got so 

famous that even the higher-ups heard whispers about it. In the 1980’s, the US 

Navy even conducted an operation to find the infamous “Dorothy” and her ring of 

homosexuals to remove them from service. Needless to say, they found no 

Dorothy.) 

The war in Europe is over and Matthew is alone. 



The Parisian bar he is in serves cheap whiskey to American soldiers, especially 

ones in the army hospital for getting shot by Nazis. Matthew’s lost track of how 

many times he’s gotten drunk here in this dark, smoky room. 

Tonight he’s not drinking. He’s adding to the the gray haze that hangs below the 

ceiling instead, puffing on a cigarette he nicked from a nurse. Let the other G.I.s 

drink, he thinks. They’ve been fighting while Matthew’s been laid up for months 

with a bullet in his side. 

American boys mingle among French and British soldiers and Paris civilians alike. 

There is a singer with sweet voice in the corner crooning in accented English. She 

began the night with renditions of every anthem of every allied nation, and now 

flips between French, American, and British folk songs. Drunken voices rise to 

meet her in both languages. 

Every soldier around him is in relaxed dress - far more relaxed than regulations 

allow. The bar is stifling though, and Matthew can understand why men have their 

uniform jackets open, shirts untucked and pant legs rolled up. But Matthew went 

to the American headquarters in the city to get his medals today, and he’s still 

wearing his best uniform all done up. 

The metal pinned to his lapel weighs him down. That must be why his chest feels 

so heavy, there’s no other possible reason. Not the honorable discharge slip in his 

pocket. Not his train ticket to the coast for one. Not the fact his regiment is still on 

the German countryside. Not the fact he’s gone - 

Matthew takes another drag of his fag. 

“Why the long face?” Someone asks in a thick Parisian accent. A tall, wiry black 

man has slid onto the bar stool next to Matthew. He’s dressed in a loose shirt, 

civilian wear, his hair curly and long. “The Germans surrendered, Hitler is dead; 

should you not be celebrating with comrades?” 

Matthew goes to dismiss this man, leans in so he can be heard over the din, then 

stops. There’s something there, something beneath a beard and an accent that 

reminds Matthew of David. 



The medal on his chest gets a bit heavier. 

“Perhaps this is my form of celebration,” Matthew says instead. David-who-is-not- 

David cocks is head and Matthew fights off memories. 

“You survive a war and your celebration is a smoke?” he says. “You’re alive! Live! 

Celebrate!” 

“I almost didn’t survive,” Matthew finds himself admitting, like he’s actually talking 

to David and not his doppleganger. Not-David blinks, eyebrows flying up and if 

Matthew did not know better he would assume it is David in front of him that 

expression is so intimately familiar. “Would have been a hero if the bullet had hit a 

few centimeters right.” 

Not-David leans forward, thin fingers reaching out to trace the sides of Matthew’s 

medals. “Seems like you are anyway,” he says, his voice low. Matthew can just 

feel where his fingertips brush against his chest, even through three layers of 

fabric. 

“A martyr then,” Matthew says. Not-David hums, and slowly retracts his hand. 

“You wouldn’t happen to know Dorothy, would you?” He asks, the smallest hint of 

familiar trepidation in his voice. Matthew looks him up and down, and then meets 

his eyes. 

“We’re good friends actually,” he says. Not-David smiles. 

“What a coincidence, so am I,” he says. “Would you like company for the night?” 

Matthew shouldn’t. He really shouldn’t. He should walk out of here and rest up for 

the journey back across the sea. It’ll break his heart in the morning. 

“Sounds good to me,” he says instead. 

“What’s your name?” Not-David asks between the clash of lips, gasping out the 

question as Matthew runs his hands under his shirt. 



"Does it matter?” Matthew responds, pulling back. 

“Don’t you want to know my name?” Not-David asks 

Matthew shakes his head before diving in for another kiss. If he shuts his eyes 

and ignores the scratch of beard on his cheeks, he can pretend it’s David again. 

“Well, aren’t I a better fag to celebrate with?” Not-David asks with a chuckle. 

“No talking,” Matthew says, “please, stop talking.” 

Matthew wakes up in Not-David’s bed to the sound of screaming, and screaming 

he knows. Battle fatigue, it sounds like. Not-David’s a civilian, but if he lived 

through the occupation of Paris, then all bets are off. Matthew goes through the 

motions, too many other boys see horrors in their dreams for him not to know 

what to do. 

It’s early morning before Not-David is finally sitting on the edge of his bed. He’s 

looking at the floor of his shabby apartment as Matthew picks up his own 

scattered clothing. 

“Sorry,” Not-David says, voice hoarse. Maybe it’s just the early morning or the 

nightmare but his accent sounds thinner now. 

“It’s nothin’,” Matthew mutters. He needs another smoke. He needs to get out of 

here. 

“Thanks for…” Not-David trails. Matthew nods, pulling on his uniform jacket. He 

stands, and looks over only to find those almost familiar eyes on him. Not-David 

watches as Matthew does up his uniform. He fumbles the top button, he always 

does. Not-David chuckles under his breath and Matthew narrows his eyes at him. 

“I’m trying my best, okay? These things are difficult,” he says. 

“I’m not laughing at you,” Not-David says. 



“Then what’s funny?” 

“Nothing,” Not-David says, “Nothing.” 

“Something’s funny, you laughed,” Matthew responds, still unable to get the damn 

thing buttoned. 

“You just remind me of someone,” Not-David says, motioning Matthew to come 

towards him. When Matthew complies, Not-David reaches up and neatly closes the 

last button at Matthew’s throat. “There.” 

“Thanks,” Matthew says. He should step back, but he doesn’t. He stands there and 

lets Not-David rest his smooth hands against his chest. 

“Can I see you again?” Not-David asks. 

“I go home in two weeks,” Matthew says. Not-David looks up at him. 

“And where’s home?” He asks, leaning back. His accent is suddenly thicker now. 

“New York,” Matthew says. Not-David nods, a smile crossing his lips. 

“The greatest city in the world, I’ve heard,” he says. “I’d make an argument for Paris 

myself.” Matthew steps back, starts to look around for his socks and shoes. “Why 

not stay, hm? They say Americans that look like you and me are staying here.” 

“I have to go home,” Matthew responds. 

“Family?” Not-David asks. “Do you have a wife to go back to?” 

Matthew shakes his head. “One of the other boys in my regiment would have given 

anything to get home.” 

“And what happened to him?” 

What happens to anyone in war?” Matthew asks. Not-David looks at him for a long 

moment, and then pats the bed next to him. 



“Want to tell me his story?” He asks. Matthew spots his footwear in the corner of the 

room, and he goes to collect them. 

“Not much of a story,” Matthew says. “Went MIA in a conflict zone that got bombed 

before he was found. No body, no tags, no nothing.” He tugs on his socks, dancing 

in the middle of the room. “Maybe that’s the worst part. David just vanished into thin 

air. One minute he was there, next minute he was gone.” 

Not-David goes quiet as Matthew struggles to get his boots on. “All he wanted to do 

was go home. He got drafted, didn’t want to be there but he died anyway. What kind 

of bullshit is that?” He puts both feet on the ground, leaning over to finish tying them. 

“He… introduced me to Dorothy,” Matthew admits, a bitter smile on his face. 

There’s a beat of silence as he finishes the knot on his boot, and he lets out a 

breath. When he looks up, Not-David is looking at him like Matthew is made of gold. 

“Matthew?” He asks, the accent in his voice now completely gone, replaced instead 

with a familiar southern twang. “Is that actually you?” 

Mathew’s heart stops. He looks at Not-David-But-Holy-Shit-Maybe and if he 

mentally shaves that beard off and cuts the hair short and dresses him in an army 

uniform - 

“Holy shit,” Matthew breathes. “Holy shit you - holy shit.” 

“Yeah, holy shit,” David responds. 

“How?” Matthew asks. 

“Deserted. Like I always said I would.” 

“Holy shit.” 

David stands from the bed, and they look at each other. David holds his arms out, 

hope and wonder stretched across his glorious face, and Matthew takes two quick 

steps forward before punching him square in the jaw. 

parker diaz
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I love the way it hangs between her legs 

Languid, lavishing me with her ladylike loveliness. 

Soft hairs adorn her shaft. 

 

I want to taste her; lick her delicate tip with my wet tongue: 

The skin on her glans alludes to that of her lips. 

 

When I think of her body my 

First thought is not of her legs. 

Powerful and strong, muscled and gentle as they are. 

But another. 

 

Her penis is as gentle as she is. 

I want her to enter me with her loveliness, dominate me with her 

femininity. 

Guiding it inside me, she softly strokes my skin. 

 

She whispers sweet nothings into my ear as she penetrates me with 

her womanhood, 

And I die, over and over, even as her body wills me to live. 

anonymous

phalla



I’m standing with her at a party and we’re holding hands. 

We’re chatting and laughing and over you come and 

assert yourself. You insert yourself into our bubble and 

offer yourself up on a plate. A ménage-à-trois you say, the 

“French speciality”, one not served in restaurants. You 

ignore me as I brush off your comments, and approach 

her again when I’m out of the way. I come over and you 

laugh at me, my concern mixed with fear a joke. 

 

I’m kissing her, at night in a busy street. We’ve been 

drinking in the atmosphere of the city of love. The city of 

love-hungry men who interrupt us loudly to offer up their 

services. I give them the finger. She takes my hand and 

we move away, back to friends, safer in numbers 

including men. 

 

We’re in the back of a cab and she drops me home. I tell 

her to get back safe, text me when she’s there, and I lean 

in to say goodbye. I’m home now and she texts me to tell 

me she’s ok, she’s home too and making a cup of tea… 

that the driver had asked if we needed another. Another 

driver? Another person, as we are lacking his dick. I feel 

sick as she laughs it off. It happens every time she says. 

Every time? 

every time

alice helliwell



This is a true story: I once rubbed my hands together and started a fire. I was 

around five and it was Jeffrey’s turn to take care of me and he insisted I wear a 

dress to the supermarket. Supermarkets are cold and I was angry. Rubbing my 

hands together didn’t really help: just part of an act of conspicuous misery. There 

were fits of shivering and chattering teeth; I gave myself goosebumps when I 

could manage it. Jeffrey understood and said nothing. 

We were praying for soup from the Soup Saint of Aisle 13 when it happened: a 

few sparks, then real fire. I panicked a little before it went out and Jeffrey had his 

eyes closed and thought I was faking. I complained about my burned hands then 

but they seem worth it looking back. I haven’t done it again successfully, even 

though I’ve been asked every time I’ve told the story at parties. Today it’s going to 

be different. 

I’ve brought Janet into the gym and I’m going to show her what I can do before 

the basketball team shows up or the world ends. The gym is made of wood 

around us: wooden floor and wooden bleachers and wooden basketball hoops 

with wooden nets and wooden children ready to get wound up and play if real kids 

don’t show up. They can’t see us but Janet still looks self-conscious. She asks 

why we couldn’t just go into the locker room and not have to worry about the 

basketball team. In my head I know this would be a better idea but I need to look 

like I know what I’m doing, so I tell Janet I know what I’m doing. I can’t look 

ridiculous. 

I’ve never told Janet the story. She doesn’t know what I’m going to show her. 

She’ll be impressed. But right now I’m leaning against the bleachers rubbing my 

hands together and she’s standing in front of me looking at the doors. I’m thinking 

about the Soup Saint’s bronze body and Jeffrey’s voice as he says Suzanna, we 

get the soup faster if you don’t distract me, because maybe that’ll help. 

basketball stories



Janet’s talking to me. I need to concentrate but I shouldn’t ignore her. Janet 

already has a girlfriend, but that’s not what I’m looking for, not when none of us 

are going to be alive for much longer. Now she’s saying something about a 

teacher she maybe hasn’t said goodbye to yet. Janet cares about her teachers. 

She wants to leave and I don’t want her to but I can’t stop her. I tell her she still 

hasn’t seen why I brought her here. Now I’m thinking about the time Billy Lord set 

himself on fire in fifth grade. He was going as a fire for Halloween. His nerves still 

don’t work but now he’s a football star. Alex Casey didn’t notice him before he 

was on fire. They’re still together today. As a rule, people like fire. 

I can hear the sound of basketball shoes now but I’m still in the same place, 

rubbing my hands together. Maybe Janet’s still right here with me or maybe she’s 

gone. I’ve closed my eyes like I’m praying to the Soup Saint. I’m thinking about 

Janet’s hair now, the time she cut it off in an impromptu reenactment of The Gift of 

the Magi, the way she smiles at anyone who looks sad. 

The world’s ending in a day or a week or a month, so close that you can always 

hear the windows shattering or feel the meteor hitting somewhere in the back of 

your mind. The basketball team is probably gathering around me wondering what 

I’m doing in their gym. I’m painting Janet on the backs of my eyelids, some 

version of Janet still standing in front of me. I’m looking at my hands and she’s 

looking at my hands and they’re on fire and there’s a shocked look on her face 

when my palms start burning like maybe she understands. 

sean noah noah



The name of the exhibition is ‘Passage/s’ by Do Ho Suh. As we climb what seems 

like an endless set of stairs towards the gallery, I try to remember anything that 

Jess had told me about it. 

Truthfully, the art doesn’t interest me. 

It’s been months since I last saw her. A year, almost. It seems incomprehensible, 

that such a stretch of time could have slipped by without us speaking. We step 

together in silence, the awkwardness of our first reunion choking the words from 

our throats. What do you say to someone you once knew better than anyone, and 

now don’t know at all? Her tote bag has a funny meme drawn onto it, level with 

my face; it is a window into her dark, sarcastic sense of humour. It’s a side of Jess 

that is only known to those close enough to her to be allowed access to the 

depths of her personality. Once she’s deigned to let you in, past the layers of soft, 

sweet innocence that she projects. There was a time, just after I saw her last, 

when I thought I’d lost the key to this part of her forever. 

We reach the top, and a corridor stands before us. It is a tunnel of rooms, 

constructed entirely of sheer coloured netting, stitched together in a long passage. 

People wander through, children in a playground, their hands stuck to their sides, 

as if they’re afraid of their own restraint, and might reach out to touch the thin 

mesh walls. 

The detail of each ‘room’ is meticulous, and awesome. Not a single thing has 

been missed, from the keyholes on the doors, to the ‘fire exit’ signs on the wall – 

stitched into the fabric with the use of chicken wire. 

I stare gormlessly at the sight, astounded by the intricacy. Jess stands beside me, 

staring down the tunnel to the other end, equally as amazed by the sight. I walk 

forwards, into the first room; it is green. 

The pink room is Jess’s favourite. I pretend not to know why when she tells me, 

but it’s obvious. The door handles are made to look like the ones we used to 

have, like little portholes, and the light switch is one of those dimmers, just like the 

ones in our bedrooms back in the flat. 

passages



It could almost be a replica of our living room, minus the bookshelf, the TV, and 

the ugly glass table with its uglier, bright red Ikea chairs. We called them ‘tongue 

chairs’, because that’s what they looked like. Cheap, shiny red tongues, curved 

into a strange shape. 

We hated them, once. 

What I would give now, I think, standing under the rosy ceiling of our shared 

memory, for the three of us to sit, together, round the table on those tongue chairs 

even one more time. 

My favourite room is the yellow one. As she walks through it, the sunlight filters 

through, glinting off her syrupy skin. She glows, illuminated in the rays of the 

buttercup sunshine. 

She is noon on a midsummer day. 

She is the treacle we poured into the cookies we baked on freezing afternoons in 

November. Is she thinking about him, even now? She lingers here, in the yellow 

room, her fingers twitching at her sides, resisting the urge to stroke, to touch, to 

claim. 

We’re in the last room, and I’m ahead of her now. She’s lingering in the spaces 

behind us, the ones we’ve already walked through, as if she doesn’t want to 

emerge out the other side. 

There are tears in her soft, grey eyes. She grips her coat to her like a safety 

blanket, shuffling through the rooms with slow, tentative movements. Nothing 

feels like it did. 

I can see through the walls here, into the outside, the way I never could when we 

were together. I wonder if she can see through them too, but perhaps she never 

will. He’s in the passage with us, his name echoing, ghostlike and sinister, all 

around. He is woven into these fabric walls, an inextricable haunting, a reminder 

of our betrayal. 



I  turn to Jess, still behind me. I’m in the last room, but she is retreating, keen to 

head back to the first, to wander through again. It’s silly of us, ignorant, to try to 

recapture something so fleeting and perfect. Something born of flimsy, ephemeral 

yearning. Something that defied all morality and reason, fanned into flame by our 

loneliness and the taste of cheap red wine on cold, winter nights. 

I gave everything to have her, once. But I know that I never would again. 

She walks away from me, through the corridor of colour, back to the start. I turn 

from her, for the final time, and make my way, slowly, out the other side.

unfortunate truths
It was the lotus flower that caught my eye. 

I’ve always loved them, ever since I was a little girl. My parents owned a pond in 

their garden; it was awash with them. Pale pink, flushed dark at the tips, like a 

child’s hands in the cold. In summer, they’d attract dragonflies - vibrant sapphire 

jewels whipping past our ears, their delicate wings humming as they danced 

around the flowers. 

Lorena and I, we loved those dragonflies. 

The lotus flower on the sign before me was nothing in comparison to those that 

bloomed in my parent’s pond. But, pulsating, neon, garish; it was enough to make 

me pause. A wash of memories splashed across my mind as I remembered 

those  
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Perhaps I was feeling particularly idle that day. Maybe I was subconsciously 

searching for a distraction, or a way to pass the time until I had to fetch the kids 

from school. Whatever the reason, I found myself tugged towards the door. 

I pushed through the beaded curtain, my wicker shopping bag clasped at my side. 

Once I was inside, it was really too late to leave. 

A woman with a sharp chin and fierce blue eyes stared at me from behind a desk. It 

would have been too awkward to just turn around and walk out, so I approached 

her, all bashful smiles, and told her I wanted to know my future. 

She spoke kindly, with an air of someone who was used to such inane requests. 

She told me that fortune-telling does not always mean a prediction of the future. It 

can simply be an insight into one’s innermost feelings. 

For just ten pounds, I reasoned that I could suffer hearing what she had to say. 

I thought I’d pick a Tarot reading. I’ve always liked the look of that when I’ve seen it 

in films. I paid her the ten pounds, and she led me around the desk, into a tiny 

room. It was rather gloomy in there; when I said this to her she laughed, but made 

no move to switch any lights on. She’d placed a lamp on the table but draped a thin 

purple scarf over it, so even that was dim. 

The lack of space made it difficult to even sit down. She’d crammed the small area 

with all sorts of paraphernalia. I gazed around at it all as I struggled to squish into 

the chair, feeling out of place. Crystal balls and statues of dragons, pretend skulls 

and dangling gemstones. 

It was fascinating, but I sensed it was mostly for show. All I could think was that if I 

so much as moved a fraction, I’d probably send a hundred trinkets flying. The 

psychic sat down opposite me, her slight frame moving with practised ease 

amongst the ornaments. She removed a packet of cards from a wooden box on the 

table between us and allowed them to fan out in her heavily ringed hands. They 

were bigger than the packs of cards I was used to. 

I peered at them, amazed by the intricacy of the strange pictures. There were no 

numbers, no suits, nothing I could familiarise myself with. She gave them to me to 

shuffle and asked me to pick three that I felt drawn to.  



I did so, laying them face down in front of me. 

“These represent your past, present, and future.” 

Deftly, she flipped them over, three strange illustrations staring upwards, bizarre 

and intriguing. The Latin letters seemed worn from overuse; I wondered how many 

fortunes they had told, how many secrets they had revealed before now. It was as I 

lifted my gaze to meet the serious expression of the woman before me, that I 

began to feel a little foolish. Boredom, coupled with a brief wisp of nostalgia from a 

tacky neon sign, had momentarily obscured my sense of reason. I’d allowed a half- 

forgotten childhood memory to push me into spending money on an absurdity, and 

I berated myself for it. 

The cards began to drain of charm, and I shifted in my uncomfortable seat, 

wondering whether it would be feasible to fake an important phone call in order to 

leave. It’s strange that, out of all the many threads of whatever ideas the psychic 

found in those cards, she happened to pull on the one that would make me want to 

stay. 

“A girl,” she said softly, her thin lips curling around the word. “A comet of a girl, 

searing across your life while it was still finding its way.” 

I saw Lorena in the dark garden of my old house, bathed in the moonlight, her 

fingertips extended to the sky - skimming the stars. The psychic’s hand hovered 

over the central card; a woman stared up from within, her eyes lidded with a heavy 

sadness. Regina Batons, the card read. 

“The Queen of Batons,” the psychic translated. “Does my description bring anyone 

to mind?” 

I shook my head, lips pressed together. I pictured the waft of corn-golden hair 

falling across Lorena’s bare back. The psychic said nothing, but her eyes were 

loaded with disbelief. 

“Quod Amans,” she read, focused on the next card. “The Lover.” 

My cheeks burned.  



A light trickle of fingers passed over my skin, raising goosebumps in their wake. As 

I lifted my eyes to the woman in front of me, I saw the unmistakable flash of warm, 

chocolate-brown. I blinked, and they were sharp blue again, the steel of them 

cutting into my skin. 

“My husband, I imagine.” 

The psychic narrowed her eyes. “I do not see a man in these cards.” 

“What is that supposed to mean?” 

The psychic didn’t respond; she moved her hand to the final card, the one on the 

far right, and I leaned back in my seat, heart thumping. I realised that I had become 

vexed with this woman, presuming to know everything about me from some picture 

cards she’s drawn from a dusty box in a back room. She could not begin to 

comprehend the intricacies of my relationship with my husband, nor did she have 

the right to cast her silent judgement over me. 

I tried to remain calm, to tell myself that there was no need to anger myself over a 

cheap parlour trick. Still, my palms dampened, and my fingers curled into fists. 

“The final card is Diabolus,” she told me slowly, her hand drifting across to it. “The 

Devil. A dangerous love affair. Tumultuous, bringing distress and heartache.” 

“I’ve never had such a thing. My husband was my first relationship. He’s always 

been faithful, as have I. We’ve been together since we were eighteen.” I paused. “I 

think the cards are mistaken.” 

“If you choose to believe in the Tarot, then they never are.” 

A light, trickling laugh sounded by my ear. I’d have known the sound of it anywhere. 

I closed my eyes for only a moment, but it was enough for the flash of a girl in a 

blue summer dress to propel itself across the void I saw behind my lids, her arms 

flung through the dewy, chartreuse grass. 

“I’m not sure what you’re implying,” I said, feeling my voice grow stern. “A 

mysterious woman, a sordid affair... I’m happily married.” 



“Would you like to pick three more cards?”  

The question threw me, and I hesitated. I tried to study the face in front of me, to 

pick out the intentions behind the blank, passive expression. 

“Will it cost another ten pounds?” 

The corner of her mouth twitched. “Free of charge.” 

After a moment of deliberation, I decided that there was no harm. I nodded, and 

she swept up the three upturned cards in one, easy glide of her hand. I shuffled 

and picked three more. Still, they revealed nothing to me, but my heart began to 

thump now, frightened of what they might be whispering to this stranger. 

One of the cards was upside-down; I reached to turn it around, but the psychic 

stopped me, resting her hand lightly atop mine. 

“You mustn’t interfere,” she told me. “Inverted cards have different meanings.” 

Chastened, I retracted my hand, and stared at the card, able to make out the form 

of a woman. 

“The Queen of Cups, when reversed, is an indication of unattainable love,” the 

psychic explained. “She is in the arms of another, as are you. See here, on the 

right, Pocula Miles. The Knight of Cups. You are caught between them.” 

I stared at her, speechless. “Caught between who?” 

“A woman you love, and a man you wish you could.” 

Fury, hot and stinging with mortification, whipped through my veins. I glared at 

her, wanting to sweep the cards off the table, or throw the whole pack at her. 

‘ 

“If you are trying to claim that I don’t love my husband-” 

“The cards speak for themselves,” she said calmly, unfazed by my hostility. “You 

are applying your own situations to them. I am simply an interpreter.” 



As difficult as the words were to hear, I could see that there was some truth to 

them. 

“What’s the middle card?”  

It unnerved me, knowing that her mind was working to solve some riddle I could 

not begin to grasp the parameters of. 

“The Ace of Swords,” she read out. “A decision lingering in your path.” There 

seemed to be a thousand more details hidden in the whirlpools of her irises, but 

she said nothing more. 

Perhaps it was the specific way the hair was drawn on the Queen of Cups, or 

maybe it was the crease in the cheek of the Knight. They resembled, in that 

moment, the characters I had given them in my mind, and I faltered. 

Lorena slipped into my mind as if she had never left it. 

I could picture her as easily as if she were still sat before me. The real her, with 

laughter lines, etched into the corners of her eyes, and teeth lightly yellowed from 

the cigarettes she smoked now. She had, of course, aged. She had settled into 

her later years with an admirable ease, seeming to welcome the ravages of time 

with an amicable embrace. 

“We should have run away,” she’d told me, as we dined beside the river, our food 

rich and our wine sour. “Back then, when we were still young and stupid.” 

“Where would we have gone?” 

A faint smile graced her gossamer lips. I had to tear my eyes from them; the 

memory of their touch was too invasive as it was. 

“Oh, that wouldn’t have mattered,” Lorena said. 

I landed, suddenly, back in that dark, cluttered room, jarred by the sudden 

tsunami of emotion that forced its way up my throat. That evening spent with her - 

the last evening - had haunted me long after it became a memory.  



Lorena’s words, spoken into the candlelight between us that night, seemed to 

catch on some long dormant ember, deeply buried in my chest. It blew on the 

sparks of something that had almost flamed into existence, back at the brink of 

pubescence, when she and I were young, and light, and full of a love we couldn’t 

comprehend. 

Run away, she’d said, as if it would have been that simple. A thin perfume of 

wistful nostalgia coated her words, rendering them hopeless. 

“Thank you for your time,” I said to the psychic, my voice a husk of itself. “I must 

be getting back now.” 

She watched me stand with some difficulty, rising from the chair whilst attempting 

not to knock anything over. 

In the balmy darkness, after the sun had set in our back garden, I would thread 

my fingers through Lorena’s hair; the whites of her eyes would become iridescent 

in the moonlight. Sometimes, in the twilight, fireflies would emerge. They’d catch 

on her skin, weave themselves between her fingers. 

“I think I’ve already made a decision.” 

The psychic nodded. “I hope, for your sake, that it’s the right one.” 

Before ducking out, I turned back one last time. 

“I love my husband,” I said, loading my voice with a conviction I did not trust. “We 

have a life. One that I am very lucky to have. I don’t intend to destabilise my family 

over some… years old fancy.” 

“Persistence is an admirable trait,” the psychic replied, gathering up the deck at 

last. 

I stared at her, watching as she shuffled, straightened, and put away the cards. 

She seemed to have forgotten I was there. Without a response, I eventually found 

the strength to turn from her, and pushed my way back outside.  
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